
E�cient Finite-State Approximation of ContextFree GrammarsC.M. RoodComputer LaboratoryUniversity of Cambridgecmr1001@cl.cam.ac.ukAbstract. This paper introduces a novel method for con-structing �nite{state machines recognising context free (CF)grammars. The method utilizes the idea of a path througha �nite{state machine (FSM). Certain paths form the basisfor an unfolding process which is applied to the LR(0) char-acteristic �nite{state machine (CFSM) corresponding to thegrammar. The next section discusses the approximation algo-rithm, including this unfolding process, in more detail, andsection 3 introduces the concept of an unfolding criterion.Section 4 proves the soundness of the approximation method,and its exactness to arbitrary, �xed recursive depths. Section5 presents initial computational �gures resulting from an im-plementation of the method. A variation of the method thatis more computationally feasible is discussed. The �nal sec-tion compares the method with existing research on �nite{state approximation of CF grammars, and presents prelimi-nary conclusions regarding the method.1 THE APPROXIMATIONALGORITHMThe LR(0) CFSM for a CF grammar, G, can be seen as the�nite{state controller for a shift{reduce pushdown recogniser,R. Standard results of automata theory tell us that the lan-guage recognised by R is the same as that generated by G,L(G) [3].The process of approximating L(G) with a �nite{state ma-chine, M , can be performed directly by applying the followingtwo steps. We start with the LR(0) CFSM for G, MC.1. For each state inMC containing a completed dotted rule, an�{transition is inserted in MC , in accordance with the cor-responding reduce move of R. This process can be termedattening [4].2. MC is determinised (and optimised), yielding the resultantFSM, M .As an example, consider the grammar G1:S0 ! SS ! aXajbXbX ! cThe CFSM for G1 appears in Figure 1.Note that the completed rule in state 5 necessitates two �{transitions in the attened machine, to states 4 and 6. When

S0!�S S0!S�S!a�XaS!b�Xb S!aX�a S!aXa�X!c�S!bX�b S!bXb��-j :--z --0 Sab 123 X ccX 4 56 a 7b 8S!�aXaS!�bXb X!�cX!�cFigure 1. CFSM for G1.the attened machine is determinised, the FSM exhibited inFigure 2 results.����A ��������������������BC D EF>R R�ab cc ab���>ZZZ~Figure 2. Finite{state approximation to G1.The single state D in �gure 2 arises from the loss of in-formation in the duplicate �{transitions. This means the re-sultant machine cannot di�erentiate the stack con�gurationscorresponding to recogition by R of aca and acb, as well as ofc 1996 C.M. RoodProceedings of the ECAI 96 WorkshopExtended Finite State Models of LanguageEdited by A. Kornai.



bca and bcb.To remedy this type of failing, we introduce unfolding [4] toencapsulate information in the stack R manipulates into theresultant FSM. Our process of unfolding takes place in twostages:1. All paths through MC are calculated and classi�ed accord-ing to an unfolding criterion.2. The states of the unfolded CFSM are generated in accor-dance with the paths generated in 1.Each stack con�guration of R corresponds to a path. Sincethere are rarely only a �nite number of such paths, unfoldingactually takes place according to an unfolding criterion. Thisidea is developed in the next section.2 THE UNFOLDING CRITERIONUnfolding is required because we need to know of distinctpaths through the CFSM to any state containing a completeddotted rule.A path through a CFSM is a sequence of alternating statenames and transition symbols, ending in a state name. Un-folding is the process of identifying possible paths throughthe CFSM to any state, and splitting this state when dis-tinct paths are found. The split states are labelled with theiroriginal names plus the path used to arrive at them.For example, the unfolded machine corresponding to G1'sCFSM is exhibited in �gure 3.S0!�S S0!S�S!a�XaS!b�Xb S!aX�a S!aXa�S!bX�b S!bXb��-j :--z --0 Sab 123 XX 46 a 7b 8X!c�X!c�cc 5;0a2c55;0b3c5S!�aXaS!�bXb X!�cX!�c� 0S10a20b3 0a2X40b3X6 0a2X4a70b3X6b8Figure 3. Unfolded CFSM for G1 .Note that the state 5 has become two states; upon atten-ing and determinising, we obtain an FSM exactly recognisingL(G1).Most non-trivial grammars lead to CFSMs that loop backon themselves in several places. This creates \looping" in thepaths, and therefore paths that are possibly of in�nite length.What is needed is an equivalence relation on paths, resultingin a �nite number of distinct path equivalence classes.In terms of paths, a loop is a repeated sequence of statenames and transition symbols. One equivalence relation on theset of paths through the CFSM arises naturally from the ideaof an unfolding criterion. The unfolding criterion states how

many loops a given path may have to be considered legitimate.Any path having more than the required number of loopswill belong to the same in�nite class of \illegitimate" paths,represented by the path having exactly one more than thespeci�ed number of loops.For example, if we state that N , our unfolding criterionequals 2, then the paths 0a1a1 (1 loop) and 0a1a1a1 (2 loops)are legitimate, while 0a1a1a1a1 (3 loops) is illegitimate.When implemented, use of the unfolding criterion involvesthe following stipulations on the unfolded machine:1. The states of the unfolded machine are pairs hs; [p]i of astate and a path equivalence class at that state.2. The initial state is hs0; [�]i where � denotes the empty path,and the �nal states are all those states being the split cor-relatives of a �nal state.3. The transition function, �new is given by�new(hs; [p]i;X) = h�old(s;X); [pX�old(s;X)]i (1)where pX�old(s;X) is the path obtained by adjoining Xand �old(s;X) to p.As an example of the power of the unfolding criterion, con-sider the grammar G2: S0 ! SS ! aSbS ! abUpon unfolding, attening, and determinising the CFSM forG2, we obtain the following sequence of automata, for valuesof N = 0; 1; 2. 0 1 2- -a b� �a b iFigure 4. Resultant FSM for G2 for N = 1.0 12 34 5h- -?- -� �a baa bb bgFigure 5. Resultant FSM for G2 for N = 2.One can easily discern a pattern emerging. For N = 0,the �nite{state acceptor recognises a+b+; for N = 1, the ac-ceptor recognises abjaa+b+b; for N = 2, the acceptor recog-nises abjaabbjaaa+ b+bb; and, in general, for N = k, the corre-sponding acceptor will recognise abj � � � jakbkjaka+b+bk . Thusby choosing values of the unfolding criterion, N , one mayachieve exactness in the resultant �nite{state acceptor to arecursive depth of N .E�cient Finite-State Approximation of CFGs 59 C.M. Rood



0 124 356 78- -? - -? - -� �a ba b ba b ba b i hiFigure 6. Resultant FSM for G2 for N = 3.3 THEORETICAL RESULTSThree technical results follow, involving the stability and com-putational costs of the approximation method described in theprevious two sections.3.1 SoundnessThe goal of this section is the following:Theorem 1 Let G be an arbitrary CF grammar, N a naturalnumber, and w 2 A� an arbitrary string (A is the alphabet ofterminal symbols of our grammar, G). Thenw 2 L(G)) w 2 L(MN ) (2)where MN is the unfolded, attened FSM corresponding to Gand unfolding criterion N .We consider the non-deterministic resultant FSM for sim-plicity. Standard results of automata theory give the extensionto the corresponding determinised FSM. (See [3] and [1].)The unfolding criterion, N , induces an equivalence relationon the set Paths(M;s) of all paths through the LR(0) CFSM,M , corresponding toG, which begin at the start state, s0, andend at the state s.Let s be a state of M and p 2 Paths(M;s). Thenp = p1X1 � � � pi�1Xi�1s (3)where the pk and are state names and the Xk are transitionsymbols (1 � k � (i� 1)).In order to formalize our notion of \path equivalence", werequire the following de�nition. A loop, l = l1Y1 � � � li�1Yi�1liis a non-empty path, that begins and terminates at the samestate. We introduce the notation l� = l� li on loops to meanthat l� is the loop l stripped of its �nal state symbol, li.We can now formalize the statement \path p has N loops".A path, p, has N loops i� there is a sub-string, �, of p suchthat p = �1��2 for some strings �1 and �2, and there isa loop l = q1X1 � � � qm�1Xm�1qm such that if l� = l � qmthen � = (l�)Nqm = (l�)Nq1. (That is, if the path p has Ncontiguous loops.)We can then de�ne an N{segment (of p) to be N contiguousloops. A loop segment (of p) is an N{segment, �, which is, �rstof all, maximal in the following sense. The path p = �1��2 (asabove), but �1 6= �1(l�)k for any k = 0; 1; 2; : : : and string �1and �2 6= (l�)j�2 for any j = 0; 1; 2; : : : and string �2. (That is,

the N{segment, �, contains as many contiguous occurrencesof the loop l as possible at that point within p.)The N{segment must also have a de�ning loop, given asfollows. If � is a loop segment, then l = q1X1 � � � qm�1Xm�1qmis the (unique) de�ning loop (for �) if, for l� = l � qm, wehave that � = (l�)Nqm and there is no loop l1 such that ifl�1 = l1 � qm, then � = (l�1)Kqm where K > N and jl1j < jlj.That is, the de�ning loop l is the shortest loop that yields � asa sequence of loops ending at the state qm. If this de�ning loopis maximal in p, then the N{segment is also a loop segment.We de�ne N{truncation as follows. Take an M{segment,�M , that is also a loop segment and M > N , form an N{segment, �N , by truncating all N + 1 and greater occurencesof the de�ning loop (for �M ). Formally, ifl = q1X1 � � � qm�1Xm�1qm (4)is the de�ning loop for �M , and l� = l � qm as usual, then�M = (l�)Mq1 = (l�)Mqm and �N = (l�)Nq1 = (l�)Nqm.If M � N , N{truncation has no e�ect. In both cases, theresulting N{segment is also a loop segment.Given a path, p 2 Paths(M;s), we de�ne the N{imageof p to be the path p0 obtained by N{truncating every loopsegment of p.As an example, consider the pathp = 0a1b2c1b2c1b2c1b2c1d3: (5)It is clear p has four loops. In the de�nition, let �1 = 0a,�2 = d3, and l = 1b2c1. Thus l� = 1b2c and hence � =(l�)41 = 1b2c1b2c1b2c1b2c1 is a 4{segment of p. Similarly,�1 = 1b2c1b2c1 is a 2{segment. The path p has only one loopsegment, namely �, which is de�ned by the loop l = 1b2c1.Note that l1 = 1b2c1b2c1 is neither the de�ning loop for theloop segment � (since jlj < jl1j) nor is l1 a loop segment (it isnot maximal in p). The 2{image of p is p0 wherep0 = 0a1b2c1b2c1d3: (6)The equivalence relation induced by the parameter N isgiven by: p � r () p0 = r0(literatim) (7)where p0 and r0 are the N{images of p and r respectively.It is straightforward to verify that this congruence is well{de�ned: for each state s of M , p; r 2 Paths(M;s), and a 2 Aif p � r then pa�(s; a) � ra�(s; a) (� the transition functionof M).To prove the proposition, we need the following lemma:Lemma 1 Given G and M as above and R the correspond-ing shift{reduce recogniser having �nite{state control M ,let MU be the unfolded machine corresponding to M andRU the recogniser having �nite{state control MU . ThenL(R) = L(RU ).The action of any shift{reduce recogniser is formalised in asequence of con�gurations. A con�guration is a triple,hs; �;wi (8)composed of a state (of the �nite{state controller), a stack,�, and a string, w 2 A�. A stack is a sequence of pairs,� = hs0;X0i; : : : hsn; Xni (9)E�cient Finite-State Approximation of CFGs 60 C.M. Rood



of a state and transition symbol, representing the contents ofthe stack the recogniser manipulates.A computation of the shift-reduce recogniser is a sequence�0; : : : ; �k where �0 = hs0; �;wi (s0 is the start state of the�nite{state controller, � is the empty stack, and w 2 A�), and�i+1 is derived from �i according to the following rules.1. Shift Moves If �i = hsi; �i; wii�i+1 = h�(si; a); �ihsi; ai; wi+1i (10)where wi+1 = awi, � is the transition function for the �nite{state controller, and �ihsi; ai is the result of pushing thepair hsi; ai onto the stack �i.2. Reduce Moves. If �i = hsi; �i; wii and X ! X1 � � �Xn� is acompleted dotted rule in the state si, then�i+1 = h�(si;X); �i+1hsi;Xi;wi (11)where if � = hs1;X1i; : : : ; hsn;Xni then �i+1� = �i.1The proof of the lemma involves setting up a two{way cor-respondence between computations of the recogniser, R, hav-ing the LR(0) CFSM, M , as its controller, and computationsof the recogniser RU having the unfolded CFSM, MU as itscontroller.The correspondence is as follows. First, we stipulatehsM0 ; �;wi $ hsMU0 ; �;wi (12)where sM0 is the start state of M , sMU0 is the start state ofMU (sMU0 is actually a pair of the required format), � is theempty stack, and w 2 A�.Next, suppose �0; :::�n is a computation of R, and �x i; 0 �i � (n � 1). We de�ne the corresponding computation of RUinductively as follows.Case 1 �i = hsMi ; �i; wii and �i+1 follows from �i accord-ing to a shift move, i.e, �i+1 = hsMi+1; �i+1; wi+1i as inequation 10, above. Suppose the con�guration of RU cor-responding to �i is�i = hhsMi ; [pi]i;�i; wii = hsMUi ;�i; wii: (13)where if �i = hhtM0 ; [q0]i; Y0i; : : : ; hhtMk ; [qk]i; Yki then thepath pi = tM0 Y0 � � � tMk YksMi . (Note sMUi is shorthand forthe pair hsMi ; [pi]i.)We de�ne�i+1 = hhsi+1; [pi+1]i;�i+1; wi+1i (14)= hsMUi+1 ;�i+1; wi+1i (15)where sMUi+1 = �MU (sMUi ; a); (16)�i+1 = �ihhsMi ; [pi]i; ai; (17)awi+1 = wi; (18)and the path pi+1 is given bypi+1 = tM0 Y0 � � � tMk YksMi asMi+1: (19)The fact that this is well{de�ned can be proved using equa-tion 1 (section 3) concerning the transition function of theunfolded machine, and the well{de�nedness of the pathequivalence de�ned above. Details of the proof are left tothe reader.1 It may be the case that X ! � is a completed rule in si. In thiscase, si+1 = si and � = � is the empty stack.

Case 2 �i = hsMi ; �i; wii and �i+1 follows from �i accordingto a reduce move, i.e, �i+1 = hsMi+1; �i+1; wi+1i as in 11,above. In this case, we have (as before)�i = hhsMi ; [pi]i;�i; wii (20)where if �i = htMU0 ; Y0i; : : : ; htMUk ; Yki (tMUj is shorthandfor htMj ; [qj]i, 0 � j � k), then pi = tM0 Y0 � � � tMk YksMi .However, in this case, we de�ne�i+1 = hhsMi+1; [pi+1]i;�i+1hhsMi+1; [pi+1]i;Xi; wii (21)where this time, if X ! X1 � � �Xm� and� = hsMUi+1 ;X1i; hrMU2 ;X2i; : : : ; hrMUm ;Xmi; (22)then �i+1� = �i. Furthermore,pi+1X1rM2 X2 � � � rMmXm = pi: (23)Again, it is left to the reader to verify that this is a viableand sensical correspondence.We have sketched how the language recognised by R is thesame as that recognised by RU . In the other direction, thecorrespondence is less involved. SupposehhsM0 ; [�]i; �;w0i; : : : ; hhsMn ; [pn]i;�n; wni (24)is a computation of RU . The corresponding computation of Ris given by hsM0 ; �;w0i; : : : ; hsMn ; �n; wni (25)where if �j = hhtj1; [qj1]i; Y1i; : : : ; hhtjlj ; [qjlj ]i; Ylj i for 1 �j � n, then the corresponding �j = htj1; Y1i; : : : ; htjlj ; Ylj i.(The tjk, 1 � k � lj, 1 � j � n, are states of the originalCFSM, M.)The fact that corresponding computations arrive at accept-ing con�gurations simultaneously for the same set of inputstrings can be seen from the de�nition of our unfolded ma-chine, MU , completing the proof of lemma 1.To prove theorem 1, it remains to de�ne the transition func-tion, �, of our unfolded, attened machine, MN . � is givenby:1. If �MU (sMU1 ; a) = sMU2 , then sMU 2 �(sMU1 ; a).2. If sMU2 2 Reduce(sMU1 ), then sMU 2 �(sMU1 ; a).For sMU a state of our unfolded CFSM, the set Reduce(sMU )contains all states tMU such that there is a completed dottedrule X ! X1 � � �Xn� in sMU and k states sMU1 ; : : : ; sMUk suchthat sMUi+1 = �MU (sMUi ;Xi) (26)sMU = sMUn (27)sMU1 = �MU (sMU ;X1) (28)tMU = �MU (sMU ;X) (29)all obtain. (Reduce(sMU ) is the set of all states that can bereached from sMU by a reduce move.)For w 2 L(G), w is accepted by R. Lemma 1 shows w isalso accepted by RU and hence L(G) � L(MN ), as requiredby the theorem.22 For a more detailled proof of similar results, see [4], pages 249-250.E�cient Finite-State Approximation of CFGs 61 C.M. Rood



3.2 Exactness to Arbitrary RecursiveDepthsIn this section, we will show the following:Theorem 2 For an arbitrary CF grammar, G, and stringw 2 A� of length jwj � W , there is a natural number N suchthat w 2 L(G), w 2 L(MN ) (30)where MN is the unfolded, attened FSM corresponding to N.We again consider the case of the non-deterministic FSM,MN , for simplicity. We have shown in the previous sectionthat L(G) � L(MK) for any natural number K, thus wemust choose a natural number N , and prove that for thisN , L(MN ) � L(G).In order to show this, we will need some concept of distancewithin an FSM. Let us consider a breadth{�rst search of anFSM, F . Each state, si of F will be visited at least once duringour search. We de�ne the distance (or norm), ksik of si to bethe number of steps it takes to reach si for the �rst time fromthe start state, s0.Now let us consider the CFSM for G, M , and its unfoldedcorrelative, MUK . We use the notation MUK to indicate themachine resulting when M is unfolded to a depth of K, asopposed to the unfolded, attened machine, MK. We thenhave the following result.Lemma 2 For any state, sMUKi , of the unfolded machine,MUK , such that ksMUKi k � K, if p and p0 are paths leadingfrom sMUK0 to sMUKi , then p = p0. (No two distinct pathslead to sMUKi .) Furthermore, the path leading to sMUKi hasno loops.Brief consideration of our unfolding method reveals thatboth claims must be the case. Each time distinct paths are en-countered (including distinct paths owing to repeated traver-sals of loops), the destination state is split accordingly withinthe unfolded machine. Note, however, that1. Paths are obtained in MUK by following either terminalsor nonterminals, and2. in actuality, unfolding M takes place by considering Kloops. In general, therefore, paths may be unique to a dis-tance far surpassing K. However, for paths containing noloops, we may be certain of their uniqueness only to a dis-tance of K from the start state.Let us now consider the unfolded, attened machine, MK.Arcs labelled with non{terminals will have been deleted, butwe will carry over the function k � k from MKU . That is, ifsMKi is the correlative of sMUKi (we write sMKi � sMUKi ),then ksMK k = ksMUKi k. This de�nition makes sense, as theprocess of attening has added no new states.We are now ready to prove theorem 2. LetG be an arbitraryCF grammar. Consider the production rules of G,3and choose3 We assume in the proof of theorem 2 that there are no transitionsof the form X ! �. The proof can be extended to cover this case,but requires constraints on the \recursive depth of a string w",i.e, on the number of steps in the shortest derivation of w. Suchconstraints can be derived from the fact that jwj is �nite.

a production, X ! X1 � � �Xn such that for any other produc-tion Y ! Y1 � � �Ym, m � n. Let N =W +n. We claim MN issu�ciently unfolded that w 2 L(MN ); jwj � W ) w 2 L(G).Let w 2 L(MN ), jwj � W , and let tMN0 ; tMN1 ; : : : ; tMNf bean accepting path for w in MN . Recall each state tMNi ofthe unfolded, attened machine is in fact a pair hsMi ; [pi]iconsisting of a state of the original CFSM for G, M , and apath equivalence class at that state. ThentMN0 = hsM0 ; [�]i (31)where sM0 is the start state of M and � is the empty path,tMNf = hSMf ; [pf ]i (32)where sMf is a �nal (accepting) state of M , and tMNi+i followslogically from tMNi according to �, the transition function ofour unfolded, attened machine (as given at the end of theprevious section).Consider the shift{reduce pushdown recogniser, RUN , cor-responding to our unfolded CFSM MUN . We will inductivelyde�ne �0; �1; : : : ; �f , an accepting sequence of con�gurationsfor RUN , using the htMKi i0�i�f . Let Let ' be the transitionfunction for MUN as in equation 1 (section 2).We de�ne �0 = htMUN0 ; �;wi (33)where tMUN0 � tMN0 .Next, we consider the two types of possible transitions.Case 1 Given �i = htMUNi ;�iwii and tMNi+1 2 �(tMNi ; a) forsome terminal symbol a 2 A. In this case, we de�ne�i+1 = htMUNi+1 ;�ihtMUNi ; ai; wi � ai (34)where wi � a is obtained by stripping the string wi of thea appearing at its beginning. We assume (see lemma 3,below) '(tMUNi ; a) = tMUNi+1 , so this de�nition makes sense.Case2 Given �i = htMUNi ;�iwii and tMNi+1 2 �(tMNi ; �). Weassume '(tMUNi ; a) is unde�ned for all a 2 A and that thereis a unique �{transition going from tMNi to tMNi+1 in MN andwill prove this assumption below (see lemma 3). In thiscase, we stipulate�i+1 = htMUN ;�i+1; wii (35)where the stack �i+1 is derived as follows. We knowtMNi+1 = hsMi+1; [pi+1]i: (36)Suppose pi+1 = sM0 X0rM1 X1 � � � rMk XksMi+1. then �i+1 isobtained by stripping �i of pairs htMUNj ; Yji until the �rstpair htMUNJ ; YJi is found such that tMUNJ = rMk (rMk is thethird to last symbol in the path pi+1). We then push thepair htMUNi ; YJ i onto the resultant stack, yielding �i+1.We must now show that the de�nitions 34 and 35 are well-de�ned and, in addition, these two cases exhaust the possiblesituations. To do this, we require the following lemma.Lemma 3 Let G, w, N andMN be as above. Let the sequencetMN0 ; : : : ; tMNf be an accepting path for w in MN (as above).Then ktMNi k � W for 0 � i � f .E�cient Finite-State Approximation of CFGs 62 C.M. Rood



We use induction to prove lemma 3. For tMN0 (the startstate of MN ), clearly ktMN0 k = 0 � W . Suppose ktMNi k � Wand consider tMNi+1 .Case 1 tMNi+1 follows from tMNi by following an arc labelledwith the terminal a 2 A, where a appears in w. In this case,ktMNi+1 k = ktMNi k+ 1: (37)Note, however, that since kwk � W , there are at most Wsuch transitions. Thus ktMNi+1 k � W for 0 � i � f just incase the �{transitions (below) add no further depth to thehtMNi i0�i�f .Case 2 tMNi+1 follows from tMN by following an �{transition.Suppose ktMNi k = k. Now, tMNi = hsMNi ; [pi]i, and each �{transition inserted in MN correspondes to a completed dot-ted rule contained in the corresponding state of the originalCFSM.Suppose the completed dotted rule in question is of theform X ! X1 � � �Xj. Letk0 = k � j + 1: (38)Then tMNi+1 can be reached in at least k0 steps. (In MUN ,follow the transitions for tMUNi up to{but not including{thetransition on X1, then follow X to tMUNi+1 instead.) HencektMNi+1 k � k0 < k � W .It is this lemma that renders our de�nition of the sequence�0; : : : ; �f de�ned by equations 34 and 35 both well-de�nedand exhaustive. Note that ktMNi k � W in particular impliesktMN k � N for our choice of N .First, consider the well-de�nedness of equations 34 and 35.Since each tMNi is such that ktMNi k � N , lemma 2 tells usthat �(tMNi ; a) (a 2 A) and �(tMNi ; �) are singleton sets (i.e,uniquely determined). Thus the tMUNi are uniquely deter-mined.Also, since ktMNi k � N , lemma 2 tells us that for eachtMNi = hsMi ; [pi]i, pi is uniquely determined, and that it con-tains no loops (in particular, no repeated states). Thus thestack �i+1 de�ned in 35 indeed contains the information theshift{reduce parser RMUN requires.Finally, we consider the exhaustiveness of our de�nition ofthe sequence �0; : : : ; �f . Could it occur that there is a shift-reduce ambivalence in the sequence tMN0 ; : : : ; tMNf ? The neg-ative answer arises from the \+n" term in our choice of N .Let us consider a �xed tMNi . Suppose X ! X1 � � �Xj is aproduction of G having a right side of length j � n, and thecompleted dotted rule X ! X1 � � �Xf � (39)is contained in tMNi . Suppose (in order to derive a contra-diction) that there is an �{transition going from state tMNito state tMNi+1 , corresponding to the completed dotted rule in.Suppose following each of the Xk on the right hand side ofrule \backwards" through MUN gets us to state tMNl .Then ktMNl k �W , by lemma 2. There is a transition fromon X from the state tMUNl to the state tMUNi+1 , because ourattening process causes �{transitions to mimic the behaviourof reduce moves. However, this means we now have two paths

from tMUN0 to state tMUNi+1 : one via state tMUNl , and the othervia state tMUNi , contradicting lemma 2. Thus there are noshift-reduce conicts in the sequence tMN0 ; : : : ; tMNf , and henceeach �j can be de�ned solely in terms of the mutually exclusivecases 34 and 35.The fact that �f reaches an accepting state within theunfolded machine MUN is readily seen from the facts thattMNf � tMUNf and tMNf is an accepting state.Lemma 1 (section 3.2) gives that L(RUN ) = L(R) where Ris the original shift{reduce pushdown recogniser correspond-ing to the CFSM M . Hence w 2 L(RUN ) ) w 2 L(R),completing the proof of theorem 2.3.3 Worst-Case Costs of UnfoldingFor a general FSM,M , the worst-case cost of unfolding occurswhen there is a transition from every state to every state (in-cluding transitions from a state to itself). Figure 7 illustratesthe case for a machine with 3 states.��� ��� ���0 1 2~Y ~}N N �sYFigure 7. Worst case FSM, N = 3In this case, for a machine with m states and for an un-folding criterion N , there are on the order of mmN paths thatmust be generated and compared with the unfolding criterion.Clearly this very quickly outstrips the limits of computationalfeasibility.This worst case rarely occurs with the simplest grammars.For example, in the case of the CFSM for grammar G2, thenumber of paths through the CFSM that must be consideredgrows linearly with N .However, in the general case, the full unfolding costs areproblematic for even small CFSMs. such as the one corre-sponding to the grammar G3 given by:NP ! DetNomjPNDet! ArtjNP 0sNom! N jNomPP jAdjNomPP ! PNPwhere the symbols Art;N;PN and P correspond to the partsof speech \article", \noun", \proper noun" and \preposition".44 See [4], page 253.E�cient Finite-State Approximation of CFGs 63 C.M. Rood



4 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTSThe techniques described in this paper have all been imple-mented (in ANSI C, running on both PCs and UNIX work-stations) and tested on a variety of small grammars.Unfolding has proven too computationally demanding inmost cases of CFSMs having any real interest for naturallanguage processing concerns. The poor computational be-haviour of the algorithm leads us to consider a variation onthe unfolding algorithm, consisting in following only terminalsymbols when unfolding the original CFSM. This modi�ca-tion works well in practise:� No change is made to the unfolding algorithm in the caseof grammar G2.� For grammar G3, the revised unfolding method concurswith Pereira and Wright's results and renders unfoldingpossible to depths surpassing N = 1000 on a simple PC.� For many natural language grammars, unfolding time issigni�cantly reduced.Table 1 shows preliminary results using both the unmodi-�ed and modi�ed unfolding algorithms. The modi�ed unfold-ing algorithm, which occupies a position between Pereira andWright's approximation algorithm and our algorithm in termsof representational power.Table 1. Results on a standard PC (Intel 40486, 25MHz, 8MbRAM).Grammar N Time (m=minutes, s=seconds)Full Modi�edUnfolding UnfoldingG1 1 0:23s 0:36sk (arbitrary) 0:23s 0:36sG2 1 1:88s 2:56s10 8:00s 5:29s100 3m12:81s 3m43:67sG3 1 1m23:43s 6:83s10 > 36hours 9:56s100 years 1m43:45sInitial results for G50, a grammar approximating a largesubset of the English language whose CFSM has 50 states,show that the modi�ed unfolding algorithm produces resultsin 18h40m10:0s on a large SUNstation, while the full unfold-ing algorithm takes longer than 48h.5 RELATED WORK ANDCONCLUSIONSIn [2], Black mentions that �nite{state machines can approx-imate CF grammars exactly to �nite recursive depths. Theunfolding criterion can be seen as inducing an algorithmic re-alisation of this idea. The exponential blow{up of paths thatmust be generated is a consequence of the inherrent exponen-tial nature of the problem. Unlike Black's method of realisingthe approximating power of �nite{state machines, the methodpresented here is exact to �nite recursives depths, and alwayssound beyond these depths.The idea behind attening, and the term \unfolding" aretaken from [4]. Pereira and Wright unfold CFSMs according to

\stack congruences". Their method of approximation is exactfor left- and right-linear CFGs, as well as a variety of othercases. It fails on G2, however, and many other self{embeddingCFGs.Pereira and Wright mention that it would be interestingto have some concept of \degree of approximation" of a CFlanguage by a �nite{state machine. The current implemen-tation of our unfolding algorithm expands paths to a depthof N along transitions on terminals and to a depth of 0 oth-erwise. Since the full unfolding method provides exact ap-proximation to a recursive depth of N , this modi�ed versionmight be called \one{level N{unfolding". By unfolding di�er-ent sub-machines of the CFSM to di�erent values of N , onecan arrive at a series of \M{level N{unfolding" algorithms,providing several heierarchies of approximation to the originallanguage.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe author wishes to thank the anonymous ACL96 refereeswhose comments helped improve the clarity of this paper.Similarly, she acknowledges Dr. John Carroll, Oliver Seidel,and all others at the University of Cambridge computer labo-ratory who helped with the conception and execution of thispaper.REFERENCES[1] Alfred V. Aho, Ravi Sethi and Je�rey D. Ullman. 1986. Compil-ers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools. Addison{Wesley, Wok-ingham, England.[2] Alan W. Black. 1989. \Finite State Machines from FeatureGrammars". In Masaru Tomita, editor, International Workshopon Parsing Technologies, pages 277{285. Carnegie Mellon Uni-versity Press, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.[3] John E. Hopcroft and Je�rey D. Ullman. 1971. Introductionto Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation. Addison{Wesley, Wokingham, England.[4] Fernando C. N. Pereira and Rebecca N. Wright. 1991. \Finite-State Approximation of Phrase Structure Grammars".Proceed-ings of the 29th Annual Meeting of the Association for Compu-tational Linguistics, pages 246{255, Berkeley, California. Asso-ciation for Computational Linguistics, Morristown, New Jersey.
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